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THE WATER INNOVATION
RAIN WATER HARVESTING AS PRACTICAL
SOLUTION FOR JAKARTA WATER PROBLEMS
Rain water from gutter can be caught and stored or infiltrated to the ground through infiltration well.

People can have access to clean water during rainy season without depending on PAM
(local government water supplier agency) by catching rainwater from gutter and store
it. This can reduce their water bill. Building, that does not need this water can infiltrate
the water to recharge well. As result, groundwater reserve wil increase and less water
will flow in the surface during rainy season so flood will less likely occur.
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Covered ground
Less infiltration = less groundwater
More run off = flood
Limited access to clean water

• Rain water harvesting
• Stored rainwater = access to free
clean water & reduce water bill
• Infiltrated rainwater = increase ground
water reserve and reduce flood risk
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THE WATER INNOVATION
KINANTI PROJECT:
WATER CONSERVATION CAMPAIGN
We are part of the system, we are part of the problem. Join Kinanti Project and be part of the solution.

Kinanti Project challenge Jakarta’s middle to high class society to save water, everyday,
in their home. All the water that could be saved, could be donated directly to those who
need, exchanged with rewards, or even converted into money to fund restoration work
(planting trees, make a biopore, etc). This project help people change their behaviour,
give benefit to people who don’t have access to clean water, and help environment at
the same time.
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THE WATER INNOVATION
BUILDING A SMART WATER SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
WITH A COMMUNITY BASED APPROACH
A revitalization of urban water for a better future.

The concept of the solution is providing a clean water using a sustainable equipment
with sufficient facilities. All facilities will be set in a smart water system with community
based approach. Futhermore, this also will be equipped by educating people in slum
areas to have an eco-green living in order to improve their standard of living.
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constructing
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Evaluating
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Planning and constructing
sustainable communal
bathroom facilities

Delivering a clean water

Evaluating a water
management system

Educating people with an
ecogreen living

In order to stop the society in
using groundwater, the first
action to do is to plan and construct a sustainable communal
bathroom facilites. This facilities should afford their needs of
sanitation, such as showering,
drinking, etc.

Thereafter, delivering a clean
water actually means providing
an amount of clean water filtration system. The source of
water could be from reservoir
or grey water. The water filtration system will be packaged in
a mobile container, so they can
provide the clean water to all
slum areas. The water filtration
system that will be used is
membrane system, which only
consume a few amount of time
and has been adopted in some
countries to supply the need of
water. It also needs a society
contribution through a responsible and efficient usage per
house. So, the number of water
that will be used every house
shall be decided by the society.

This action needs a society contribution to evaluate the usage
of water in the communal facilities. Through this process, the
quality of clean water would be
controlled by the operator. The
consumer will receive a monthly report through a short message to their phone. The message include the number of
usage, the quality of the water,
and some short warning if any
violations
happen.
Furthermore, in order to gain responsibility and provide an operation
and mantainance cost, there
will be a certain amount of
money to pay per house. The
cost will be adjusted from their
willingness of paying and considered by the number of
usage.

In order to helping the society
in adjusting their new lifestyles, the role of education is
highly important. A set of seminar will be conducted to explain
the procedures of the whole
processes, so they could truly
understand every single process, as well as their role in the
management system. In this
case, the society that will affected by this project is all
people in the slum areas with
no age or gender restrictions.
However, in the seminar, it is
highly recommended to people
who are willing to learn or has
the capacity, i.e the head of society. Furthermore, the seminar
would also include a workshop
to deal with waste management.

In this action, it should consider a proper and sufficient location. Moreover, the facilities of
sustainable communal bathroom includes the bathroom
itself, toilet, septic tank, water
torent, a traditional water
treatment plant and etc. This
sustainable communal bathroom also known as MCK+.

